Visual neglect is a disabling consequence of right hemisphere damage, whereby patients fail to detect left-sided objects. Its precise mechanisms are debated, but there is some consensus that distinct component deficits may variously associate and interact in different patients. Here we used a touch-screen based procedure to study two putative component deficits of neglect, rightward "magnetic" attraction of attention and impaired spatial working memory, in a group of 47 right brain-damaged patients, of whom 33 had signs of left neglect. Patients performed a visual search task on three distinct conditions, whereby touched targets could (1) be tagged, (2) disappear or (3) show no change. Magnetic attraction of attention was defined as more left neglect on the tag condition than on the disappear condition, where right-sided disappeared targets could not capture patients' attention. Impaired spatial working memory should instead produce more neglect on the no change condition, where no external cue indicated that a target had already been explored, than on the tag condition. Using a specifically developed analysis algorithm, we identified significant differences of performance between the critical conditions. Neglect patients as a group performed better on the disappear condition than on the no change condition and also better in the tag condition comparing with the no change condition. No difference was found between the tag condition and the disappear condition. Some of our neglect patients had dissociated patterns of performance, with predominant magnetic attraction or impaired spatial working memory. Anatomical results issued from both grey matter analysis and fiber tracking were consistent with the typical patterns of fronto-parietal and occipito-frontal disconnection in neglect, but did not identify lesional patterns specifically associated with one or another deficit, thus suggesting the possible co-localization of attentional and working memory processes in fronto-parietal networks. These findings give support to the hypothesis of the cooccurrence of distinct cognitive deficits in visual neglect and stress the necessity of multi-component models of visuospatial disorders.
Introduction
Visual neglect is a dramatic neurological condition resulting from right hemisphere lesions, whereby patients fail to detect and respond to left-sided objects (Bartolomeo, 2007; Halligan and Bartolomeo, 2012; Heilman et al., 1993; Mesulam, 1981; Parton et al., 2004) . When asked to cross out targets scattered on a sheet, neglect patients typically restrict their exploration to the right part of the sheet and omit cancelling left-sided targets (Albert, 1973 ). The precise mechanisms leading to neglect behavior are object of debate since almost a century, but some consensus is now emerging that distinct component deficits of neglect may variously dissociate in some patients Binder et al., 1992; Charras et al., 2012; Heilman et al., 2002; Mesulam, 1985 Mesulam, , 2000 Vallar, 1998) , or combine and interact in others (Bartolomeo, 2007; Coulthard et al., 2007; Gainotti et al., 1991; Karnath, 1988) . As a consequence, the focus of research is now shifting to the identification of these component deficits, to the study of their modes of interactions and the exploration of their anatomical bases. Clinically, patients with left neglect often demonstrate a striking immediate capture of attention from ipsilesional, right-sided items as soon as a visual scene unfolds . For example, when patients' visual fields are tested by using the confrontation method, as soon as the examiner unfolds his/her arms in the patients' visual fields, patients may immediately lose fixation and shift their gaze towards the right-sided hand, as if ipsilesional stimuli exerted a sort of "magnetic" attraction (MA) on their attention and gaze (Gainotti et al., 1991) . More generally, patients tend to produce inappropriate right-directed saccades when they should look at left-sided targets (Bourgeois et al., 2015) . Consistent with these observations, patients may show reduced neglect in cancellation tasks when they erase targets rather than drawing over them (Mark et al., 1988) , presumably because removed right-sided targets have no possibility of capturing patients' attention, thus allowing patients to better explore the left portion of the sheet. The attentional capture exerted by right-sided items is typically followed by an impaired disengagement of attention from these items (Posner et al., 1984; Rastelli et al., 2008) . However, other component deficits may participate to impaired exploration in neglect. For example, Husain and co-workers Malhotra et al., 2005; Wojciulik et al., 2001 Wojciulik et al., , 2004 ; Parton et al. (2006) suggested that signs of left neglect may be exacerbated by a non-lateralized deficit of spatial working memory (SWM), which would impair patients' ability to keep track of spatial locations (see also D'Erme and Bartolomeo, 1997; Kristjansson and Vuilleumier, 2010) . According to other authors , the SWM deficit also implies an impairment of visual remapping, with deficits in components such as storage, refreshment and re-localization of the elements of the visual scene. The visual remapping would thus be important to create constantly updated representations of stimulus location. Moreover, in cancellation tests, impaired SWM would cause patients to revisit previously detected targets and to treat them as if they had not been seen before. Consistent with this hypothesis, patients' neglect in cancellation tasks increased when targets did not change their appearance after having been touched Wojciulik et al., 2001 ), a condition particularly taxing for SWM because there is no external cue indicating that a target has already been explored. Thus, evidence from distinct modified versions of cancellation tasks suggests the participation of both MA and impaired SWM in neglect patients' impaired spatial exploration. Such a clinical association does not, however, imply that these deficits always co-occur, nor that they result from lesion to the same brain regions. It is, moreover, unknown what is the relative weight of MA and impaired SWM in shaping neglect behavior. Neuroimaging evidence suggests a co-localization of attentional and working memory processes in frontoparietal networks (Awh and Jonides, 2001) ; as a consequence, the relative deficits should systematically co-occur in patients with frontoparietal dysfunction (Bartolomeo, 2006b; Bartolomeo et al., 2007a; Verdon et al., 2010) . Beyond their obvious interest for our knowledge of the brain mechanisms of spatial attention and spatial working memory, these questions have evident clinical implications for patients' management. Rehabilitation strategies (Halligan and Bartolomeo, 2012) and emerging medical treatments (Gorgoraptis et al., 2012) are likely to show differences in effectiveness in different patients suffering from distinct deficits. Unfortunately, the methods hitherto used to assess MA or impaired SWM do not permit to dissect the relative contribution of these two putative deficits to neglect behavior. In the present study, we developed a computerized exploration task on a touch screen, which allowed us to separately assess these two deficits in a sample of patients with right hemisphere damage. In 3 different conditions, the targets touched by the patients could (1) be tagged by a change in color; (2) disappear; (3) show no change. SWM deficits should especially impair patients' performance on the no change condition, because there is no cue as to which targets have already been touched (Wojciulik et al., , 2004 . On the other hand, performance of patients with MA and disengagement deficit should improve on the disappear condition, where no visible, attention-capturing right-sided targets remain on the screen after having being touched, thus decreasing left-sided omissions (Mark et al., 1988) .
Methods

Participants
All subjects gave written consent according to the Declaration of Helsinki. The study was approved by the Ile-de-France I research ethics committee. A total of 47 patients who had suffered a first episode of cerebro-vascular event in the right hemisphere participated in the study. All patients underwent a paper-and-pencil battery for diagnosis of neglect (see Table 1 ) (Azouvi et al., 2002) . Thirty-three patients showed signs of left visual neglect on at least one test (mean age 64.03 years, range 39-85 years, 12 females; mean time of testing since stroke onset 146.24 days); the remaining 14 patients (mean age 59.83 years, range 32-71 years, 7 females, mean time of testing since stroke onset 262.6 days) did not show any signs of neglect and were considered as brain-damaged controls. Thirteen of the neglect patients had left-sided visual field defects on confrontation test. The remaining 20 neglect patients had no visual field defects.
Behavioral task
The task was implemented on a 15'4" portable PC screen covered with a transparent touch screen (KTMT KEYTEC, INC, USA). Thirty-five empty white circles (2.81 cm diameter) were scattered pseudo-randomly on a black background. Participants were instructed to touch all the circles once with their index finger, in free vision (Fig. 1) . Participants' responses were collected in real-time by means of ad-hoc software (meyeParadigm, http://www.eye-brain.com/). In the three different conditions which characterized the test, as soon as a circle was touched, it (1) remained unchanged (No change condition); (2) became a more salient white-filled disk (Tag condition); (3) vanished (Disappear condition). The order of administration of the three conditions was counter-balanced among participants. Practice trials were proposed to participants in order for them to get acquainted with the task, the nature of the system feedbacks, the actions on the detected targets, and the instruction of touching each target only once. The system recognized any finger contact with a target and, besides producing the real-time effect, recorded in a log file the target position coordinates and the time of occurrence of the touching. The main variable of interest was the pattern of exploration of the display in the three conditions. To this end, we assessed the sequence of touches on targets, as defined by their horizontal position on the X axis of the display (in pixels), with the center set to 0. Left-sided targets received negative X values, right-sided targets had positive X values. The time latency in seconds (L) between two target detections was also computed. When patients touched repeatedly and consecutively the same target, only the timing of the first touch was considered. These parameters were computed for all the touched targets, for each participant and experimental condition. A latency-weighted average position was defined following a previously proposed procedure (Rabuffetti et al., 2012) , derived from "center of mass" indexes proposed by Binder et al. (1992) , Gainotti et al. (2002) , and Rorden and Karnath (2010) . The score is based on the position on the screen of the set of detected targets, with x i being the horizontal coordinate of the i th target and L i the associated detection latency. Larger scores mean more rightward bias (i.e., left neglect) in visual search. The latency-weighted average position along the horizontal (X) coordinate was defined as (Eq. (1)):
where the weight w was defined on the basis of the latency of response (L) as (Eq. (2)):
In practice, longer latencies decrease the weight of the detected targets, whose theoretical range goes from 0 (infinite latency) to 1 (zero latency). As an example, Fig. 2 presents the graphical outcome of such a procedure applied to the performance of an individual patient.
The difference in performance between the baseline condition (tag condition) and the two other conditions (disappear and no change conditions) is quantified by the difference of the respective weighted average position of detected targets. Therefore two between-conditions differential indexes can be defined as follows: 1) (X Disappear -X Tag ) was the difference between the average position of detected targets on the disappear condition and the average position of detected targets for the tag condition (baseline). Thus, negative values of (X Disappear -X Tag ) indicated more neglect with tagged targets than with disappearing targets, which were unable to capture attention after the touch. This pattern of performance thus suggests an important contribution of MA. 2) (X NoChange -X Tag ) was the difference between the weighted average position of the detected targets on the no change condition and the average position of detected targets on the tag condition (baseline). Thus, positive values of (X NoChange -X Tag ) indicated more left neglect with unchanging targets than with tagged targets, consistent with a SWM deficit.
Note that the present analysis only works if patients started their exploration from the right extremity of the display, as it is typically the case with right brain-damaged patients (Azouvi et al., 2002; Bartolomeo, 1997; Bartolomeo et al., 1994; Gainotti et al., 1991) . However, patients may not invariably use this exploratory strategy. Thus, we thoroughly examined individual patients' performance, and identified a few cases of paradoxical patterns of exploration.
To summarize, we operationalized MA as the patient's tendency to start exploration from the right extremity of the display, with a substantial number of left omissions on the tag and no change conditions and an improvement in the disappear condition, where detected rightsided targets do not remain on the screen to capture the patient's attention (Mark et al., 1988) . On the other hand, SWM impairment should manifest itself as increased left-sided omissions in the no change condition, where the patient has no direct feedback indicating that a target has already been explored ).
Neuroimaging acquisition
Images were obtained on a 3T GE scanner with a standard head coil for signal reception located at the Hôpital de la Pitié Salpêtrière in Paris, France. Twenty-seven neglect patients with signs of left visual neglect had MRI scans including high resolution whole brain 3D standard T1-weighted anatomical images (RT = 7164 ms; TE = 3124 ms; inversion time = 380 ms; acquisition matrix size = [0, 288, 256, 0] ; slice thickness = 1.2 mm). For four patients, no images were available, and for two patients we could only acquire a CT scan. MRI acquisitions of several patients also included a diffusion-tensor sequence performed along 50 independent directions with a b value of 1000 s/mm 2 . Imaging parameters were as follows: RT = 14 s; TE = 75.8 ms; acquisition matrix = [128, 0, 0, 128] ; slice thickness = 3 mm; acquisition time = 13 min. Diffusion-tensor imaging allows the reconstruction in vivo of the white matter bundles and permits a consistent analysis of the white matter parameters, such as fractional anisotropy (FA). The FA measures the unequal, anisotropic diffusion of water in brain tissue (Basser et al., Fig. 1 . Example of the computerized task with the three different conditions used in the study: (A) no change (targets touched by patients remained unchanged); (B) tag (targets become more perceptually salient upon being touched); (C) disappear (targets vanish with the touch). 1994) and is related to the presence of oriented structures (Le Bihan et al., 2001) . Values near to 1 indicate that water molecules in a voxel are diffusing nearly entirely along one particular axis, whereas values approaching 0 indicate nearly equal diffusion in all directions. As a result, FA values tend to decrease in damaged fibers.
Lesion mapping
Brain lesions in stroke patients were plotted using MRIcro software (http://www.cabiatl.com/mricro/mricro/index.html) and a graphics tablet (WACOM Intuos A6). Lesion masks were firstly delineated on the original 3D images. Images were then normalized to a standard brain template (Brett et al., 2001 ) using Statistical Parametric Mapping (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm/) running under Matlab. Lesions were then segmented on normalized images and regions of interest (ROI) thus obtained were used in the subsequent analysis in MRIcron software (http://www.cabiatl.com/mricro/mricron/index. html) for conventional lesion density plots.
Diffusion data processing and tractography procedures
During the preprocessing of diffusion-weighted data, eddy current induced distortions were removed by using FSL software (http://www. fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/). The estimation of the diffusion tensors was computed with Diffusion Toolkit software version 0.4.2 (http://trackvis. org/dtk/). Using standard computational algorithm (Basser and Pierpaoli, 1996) , fractional anisotropy (FA) was calculated in the native space. FA threshold was set to 0.2 to exclude most of the voxels with high uncertainty and thus reduce the artifactual reconstruction. The critical angle threshold for stopping tracking in case the algorithm encountered a sharp turn in the fibers direction was fixated at 45°. A deterministic protocol of the interpolated streamline algorithm type was used. The tracking step was of 0.5 mm. White matter tractography was performed using the Trackvis software version 0.4.2 (http:// trackvis.org/dtk). Regions of interest (ROIs) were defined in order to be used as the starting points of the tracking process and were manually drawn on FA maps on places considered 'obligatory passages' along each white matter tract, as previously described (Catani et al., 2002 (Catani et al., , 2005 Catani and Thiebaut de Schotten, 2008; Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2011 . We performed single in vivo dissections of association pathways previously described as being involved in neglect behavior: the superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF), the inferior frontooccipital fasciculus (IFOF) and the inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF). All ROIs were demarcated on the native space. To ensure consistency in tracts values reported, all the white matter bundles were extracted by the same person. Fig. 3 shows the average latency-weighted scores for patients with or without signs of left neglect for each experimental condition.
Results
Behavioral results
We computed an ANOVA with the latency-weighted average score as dependent variable, and the following factors: the patient group (two levels: neglect patients, non-neglect patients), and the task conditions (three levels: tag, disappear, no change). Only the main effect of the group [F(1, 45) = 4.11 p < 0.04] and the interaction between group and experimental condition [F(2, 90) = 3.59 p < 0.03] reached significance. Newman-Keuls post-hoc tests revealed that the interaction resulted from neglect patients performing worse on the no change condition than on the tag condition (p < 0.01), and worse on the no change condition than on the disappear condition (p < 0.008). There was no significant difference in performance between the tag condition and the disappear condition (p > 0.39).
To identify neglect patients demonstrating dissociations of performance between MA and SWM deficit, we established cutoff values based on the performance of the non-neglect group (N = 14), who by definition did not show any such dissociation (see Fig. 4 ). In particular, we identified the two values at each extremity of the distribution of the differential index, with a conservative p-value of 0.01 (in order to minimize type I classification errors) (Crawford et al., 2010) . Based on these indexes, we built a scatterplot graph with each patient's performance occupying a specific location (Fig. 4) . The latency-weighted average position allowed us to take into account response time asymmetries between the right side and the left side of the screen and thus to identify patients presenting slower responses to left-sided items compared with right-sided items (probably as a consequence of a partial compensation of their left neglect) such as patient P2 (Fig. S2C) . Nineteen neglect patients out of 33 did not show any differences in the differential indexes (i.e. their differential indexes were both inside the interval delimited by the cut-off values), thus demonstrating comparable performance on the three conditions. Four other patients had signs of predominant MA. However, perusal of individual performance (Fig. S1 ) revealed that only two of these patients (P6 and P25) presented a consistent MA pattern, because they started exploration from the right extremity of the display and touched more items when they disappeared, and therefore ceased to capture patients' attention. The two remaining patients (P22 and P34) presented a paradoxical behavior with right-sided omissions in the disappear condition and a starting point on the left side, contrary to the definition of MA.
The classification algorithm assigned eight patients to the SWM deficit group (Fig. S2A-B ). Of these, P13, P20, P23, P28 and P31 presented a relatively consistent pattern suggesting a SWM deficit, with left omissions on the no change condition and normal or near-normal performance on the other conditions. Patients P13, P20 and P28 (Fig.  S2A ) sometimes started their exploration from the left side. This occurrence necessarily indicates the absence of MA. P23 and P31 (Fig.  S2A ) started their exploration from the right but their patterns of results were similar to those of P13, P20 and P28, consistent with the presence of a SWM impairment (without MA), probably in the context of a rehabilitated neglect. Patients P4, P8 and P27 started their exploration from the right side of the display. These patients had severe neglect on all conditions, with only marginal worsening of performance on the no change condition and starting points on the right side of the display. Although these three patients were assigned to the SWM group by our algorithm, their right-sided starting point suggests a contribution of MA.
The two remaining patients had unpredicted patterns of performance, with P2 showing an isolated improvement on the disappear condition, and P24 an isolated worsening on the same condition (Fig.  S2C) , perhaps resulting from fluctuations in alertness during task performance.
Neuroimaging study
The overlay plot provided in Fig. 5 shows the overall distribution of damaged areas [z coordinates from −26 to 37 in MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) space] in the analyzed sample of unilateral neglect patients (N = 27). This analysis highlighted the implication of the periventricular white matter above the insula. Based on the behavioral results, we selected for further analysis those patients who showed a consistent pattern of MA (N = 2) and of SWM deficit (N = 5), as well as patients presenting a combined SWM impairment and MA deficit (N = 3).
General description of patients' lesional patterns
Lesional patterns of patients presenting predominantly MA, SWM deficit and combined MA and SWM deficits are presented in Table 2 and In the predominant MA group, P25 presented a lesion concerning principally the lateral-dorsal nucleus of the thalamus, but also the temporal superior, middle and inferior and the temporo-occipital white matter (see Fig. 6 ). For the other patient with predominant MA (P6), only a CT scan was available, with evidence of damage to the inferior parietal lobule. Lesional patterns of patients presenting a predominant SWM impairment (P13, P20, P23, P28 and P31) involved the inferior, middle and superior frontal gyri, the superior and inferior parietal cortex, the supramarginal and angular gyri, the postcentral gyrus, the superior and middle occipital gyri, the superior, middle and inferior temporal gyri, rolandic operculum, insula, putamen, caudate, thalamus, hippocampus and parahippocampal area (see Table 2 for details). Thus, grey matter lesional patterns did not clearly discriminate between MA and SWM deficits, with the possible exception of prefrontal damage, which was especially present in some patients with SWM deficit.
We had the opportunity to acquire diffusion-based images for P25 (predominant MA), and for P13, P20, P28 and P31 (predominant SWM deficit). In these patients, we performed an in vivo reconstruction of the white matter bundles previously reported as being important in the occurring of neglect signs (Doricchi et al., 2008) . To visually explore each pathway, white matter tracts were rendered as maps of FA values for both hemispheres on the high-resolution T1-weighted images. Figs. S3 and S4 show the reconstruction and the FA values issued from the reconstruction of the superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF), the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (IFOF) and the inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF) in the right and in the left hemisphere respectively. The SLF was well represented in both hemispheres but presented low FA values 
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Neuropsychologia 109 (2018) [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] in the right hemisphere (especially in P31). IFOF and ILF were both disconnected in the right hemisphere in the P25 presenting a MA. Both IFOF and ILF were disconnected in two out of four analyzed patients (P13 and P20) presenting a SWM impairment. In one patient (P28) only the IFOF was disconnected, whereas in another patient (P31) all the bundles were represented. We should note that in this last patient the FA values of the SLF were very low (especially in the right hemisphere), compared with the other patients. Unfortunately, the DTI data did not allow us to perform a proper reconstruction of the corpus callosum. The available tractography data, admittedly obtained from a limited number of patients, do not permit to clearly disentangle disconnection patterns typical of MA or SWM deficits, perhaps also due to the fact that these deficits often co-occur in neglect. Except for one patient (P31), the IFOF was always disconnected in the right hemisphere, independent of the behavioral neglect pattern. On the other hand, the SLF was often preserved, but with lower FA in the right hemisphere than in the left hemisphere. ILF disconnection was always accompanied by disconnection of the adjacent IFOF, suggesting that ILF disconnection may not produce a crucial contribution to MA and SWM deficits.
Discussion
Summary of results
The present study reports on a detailed exploration of the occurrence of distinct component deficits of visual neglect, such as rightward magnetic attraction of attention and impaired spatial working memory, within a homogenous experimental setting. Previous evidence indicated that left neglect improves when right-sided targets disappear at the patients' touch, because they stop attracting patients' attention rightward (Mark et al., 1988 ; see also Bartolomeo et al., 2004) . Neglect patients' performance as a group was indeed improved by target disappearance as compared to the no change condition, but not relative to the tag condition. The no change condition elicited the largest number of left-sided omissions. Other studies also found a worsening of left neglect when right-sided targets remained unchanged after detection, thus continuing to competing for patients' attention and taxing a putatively impaired short-term spatial memory Malhotra et al., 2005; Parton et al., 2006; Wojciulik et al., 2001; Wojciulik et al., 2004) . Obviously, to increase the number of left-lateralized omissions such a SWM deficit must interact with some sort of directional bias, such as MA. However, a double dissociation emerged in some individual patients, who showed a predominant influence of MA or SWM deficit. We were also able to perform an advanced anatomical analysis of the intra-hemispheric location of the lesion on some of the patients, taking into account both grey and white matter. However, this analysis did not disclose clearly different lesional patterns in the two conditions, perhaps because they tend to co-occur at least to some extent in neglect.
Methodological considerations
A novel feature of our behavioral paradigm was to put together conditions sensitive to the distinct deficits we aimed to explore, within a homogeneous experimental setting consisting of a touch-screen based visual search task. The only difference between the three experimental conditions was the feedback that patients received: touched targets could change color, show no change, or disappear. The use of a touch screen allowed us to increase the sensitivity of the task conditions to different forms of deficit, thanks to the detection of patients' accuracy, response time and pattern of exploration of the display. Weighting patients' accuracy with response times allowed us to uncover instances of spatial bias even when all the targets were detected, thus avoiding, or at least reducing, ceiling effects. Indeed, patients who learn to partially compensate for their left neglect typically display response time asymmetries, with slower responses to left-sided items (Bartolomeo, 1997 (Bartolomeo, , 2000 Rabuffetti et al., 2012) . The present results extend this notion to visual search tasks. For example, patient P2 detected all the targets in the tag condition, but the latency was especially increased for left-sided stimuli. Thus, touch screen or tablet-based visual search tests such as the one we developed may identify cases of partial neglect compensation that would remain undetected with traditional paper and pencil tests (Bonato, 2012) . This is a clinically relevant issue, because it would be risky for these patients to resume daily life activities requiring rapid responses to lateralized events, such as car driving. Another advantage of the present algorithm is that laterality is taken into account in a continuous way, in keeping with the gradient nature of neglect deficits, which do not follow a precise border between left and right hemispaces.
Also, the objective analysis algorithm we developed allowed us to establish cutoff scores based on the performance of control right braindamaged patients without signs of neglect on paper-and-pencil tests, in order to answer the main question of the study, i.e. the relationships between magnetic attraction of attention and impaired spatial working memory. Our model assumes the typical performance of left neglect patients, with starting point on the right side and left-sided omissions. It obviously fails when right neglect occurs or when there are gaps in the cloud of detected targets, i.e. isolated neglected targets. Thus, perusal of individual performance in a few patients with apparently "pure" SWM deficit revealed that they started their exploration from right-sided targets, thus suggesting an MA contribution. As already noted, an additional directional component is logically necessary for a nonlateralized SWM impairment to contribute to left neglect signs. Despite these caveats, the model was generally effective in classifying patients, with only two patients showing unpredicted patterns of performance, perhaps as a result of random fluctuations in their level of alertness, Table 2 Anatomical data of neglect patients.
Patient
Grey matter lesion site P4 Inferior, middle and superior frontal gyri, anterior and middle cingulate, precentral/postcentral cortex, supplementary motor area, superior temporal gyrus, insula, rolandic operculum, supramarginal gyrus P8 Inferior frontal, postcentral cortex, superior, middle and inferior temporal gyri, temporal pole, hippocampus and parahippocampal area, insula, rolandic operculum, Heschl gyrus, amygdala, putamen, caudate nucleus, angular and supramarginal gyri, inferior and middle occipital gyri, fusiform and lingual gyri, calcarine cortex, vermis, cerebellum P13 Postcentral cortex, superior, middle and inferior temporal gyri, temporal pole, hippocampus and parahippocampal area, insula, rolandic operculum, amygdala, putamen, caudate nucleus, thalamus, angular and supramarginal gyri, superior and middle occipital gyri, fusiform gyrus, calcarine cortex P20 Precentral/ postcentral cortex, superior, middle and inferior temporal gyri, temporal pole, hippocampus and parahippocampal area, insula, rolandic operculum, caudate nucleus, thalamus, precuneus, fusiform gyrus, calcarine cortex P23
Inferior frontal gyrus, hippocampus, insula, rolandic operculum, amygdala, putamen, caudate nucleus, thalamus P25 Thalamus, temporal superior, middle and inferior P28
Inferior frontal gyrus, superior temporal gyrus, temporal pole, insula, rolandic operculum, amygdala, putamen, caudate nucleus, thalamus P31
Inferior, middle and superior frontal gyri, precentral/ postcentral cortex, paracentral lobule, superior and middle temporal gyri, temporal pole, insula, rolandic operculum, Heschl gyrus, putamen, cuneus, superior and inferior parietal cortex, angular and supramarginal gyri, superior and middle occipital gyri, calcarine cortex which can interact with lateralized deficits in neglect (Chica et al., 2012; Robertson et al., 1998) .
Relation with other studies
While the present research was in progress, another study using similar methods on 18 right brain-damaged patients was published (Keller et al., 2015) . The results replicated the observation of decreased neglect with disappearing targets (Mark et al., 1988) , but not its worsening with no-change targets, contrary to previous evidence (Wojciulik et al., 2004) and to the present results. The no-change condition only increased perseverations of response. This discrepancy may result from differences in the experimental material. Whereas we used a relatively large 15'4" inches touch screen, Keller et al. (2015) employed an iPad, Fig. 6 . Lesions of patients with predominant MA (P25), predominant SWM deficit (P13, P20, P23, P28 and P31) and patients with impaired SWM and right-sided starting point in exploration (P4 and P8) (z-coordinates from −14 to 39 in MNI space).
with its relatively small 10-in. display. The consequently limited scattering of targets in space made perhaps easier for patients to complete the task in the no-change condition, when there were no attentioncapturing changes after each touch. Moreover, Keller et al. (2015) considered only overall omissions and perseverations, and did not analyze patients' response times and scan paths. The presence/absence of visual feedback, likely to exacerbate, respectively, MA and SWM deficits, has been reported to influence neglect patients' performance in contexts other than visual search tasks. For example, "blind" drawing, whereby patients produce drawing from memory without visual feedback (e.g. being blindfolded or using an inkless pen), can, in different patients, either decrease or increase (Cristinzio et al., 2009 ) left omissions. These opposite influences may well result from a predominant influence of, respectively, MA or SWM deficits. Also, asked eight neglect patients to detect changes of spatial location, color or shape in one item in an array of four objects. All patients were impaired in detecting changes in left-sided items. However, four patients, all with parietal damage, had disproportionate impairment to detect changes in spatial location for both left-sided and right-sided items, suggesting a nonlateralized SWM deficit. However, in other studies the SWM deficit appeared to be restricted to, or increased for, left-sided items (D'Erme and Bartolomeo, 1997; Denis et al., 2002) , perhaps reflecting an interaction with attentional deficits such as MA.
A limitation of our study is that our paradigm could not easily identify repeated touches on the same items. In principle, perseverative behavior could in part explain the frontal involvement that we found in the impaired SWM group. However, Parton et al. (2006) specifically explored revisiting behavior in 22 right-brain damaged patients, of whom 11 had signs of left neglect. Patients had to find targets among distractors. Similar to our paradigm, in different conditions the touched targets could remain unchanged, be tagged or disappear. In the no change condition, patients tended to retouch the unchanged targets; this phenomenon was especially evident for right-sided targets in neglect patients. However, most repeated touches were not immediate, but occurred after intervening touches on other targets. Thus, the authors concluded that this pattern of performance was not simply perseverative in nature, but resulted from a SWM deficit which interacted with neglect, consistent with the present results. Wansard et al. (2014) evaluated SWM in 14 neglect patients by using a computerized version of the Corsi test (Corsi, 1972) . Consistent with the present results, patients' performance showed signs of a (mainly lateralized) SWM impairment. This deficit did not depend on the hand motor response, because it was also present with verbal response, and was partially independent of perseverations of response. In a further study, Wansard et al. (2015) used similar, Corsi-style displays in two distinct conditions, with targets presented either in a simultaneous or in a sequential manner. Results showed again impaired performance in neglect patients, with instances of double dissociations of performance deficits, respectively involving found evidence for a double dissociation between distinct deficits of SWM, respectively involving processing of spatial configurations or serial order processing. The present procedure, which focused on simultaneously presented configurations of targets, did not allow us to discriminate between these putatively different deficits.
Clinical implications
By using paper-and-pencil tests, Mark et al. (1988) emphasized that the effect of erasing progressively the right-sided stimuli was positive for neglect patients that could respond to more targets when the most rightward disappeared. Nonetheless, their patients had been studied in the acute post-stroke period and had presumably received no rehabilitation. In the present study, we could identify a predominant MA profile in two patients studied in the chronic stage, and having been rehabilitated by using classical paper-and-pencil procedures (P25) or prismatic adaptation (P6). Thus, MA may be observed even several years after the injury, and in spite of rehabilitation, although this is likely to be a rare occurrence. Of note, even after rehabilitation, patient P25's performance on paper and pencil tests with the presence of ipsilesional items was particularly impaired. This patient also showed perseverations on these tests, as well as a rightward starting point, which is one of the most sensitive markers of the presence (Azouvi et al., 2002) and persistence (Kettunen et al., 2012) of left neglect.
However, except for these two patients with predominant MA, the present neglect patients performed better on the tag condition than on the no change condition, which suggests that in most patients tagged targets were unable to capture and maintain attention, or perhaps even helped in keeping track of the already detected targets (see Cristinzio et al., 2009) . The comparatively high frequency of SWM impairment observed in our sample may depend on the additional difficulty of remembering previously visited locations without external tags in the no change condition. In this sense, the no change condition might qualify as a dual task, because patients must update their visuospatial memory while searching for new targets. Dual task conditions are likely to uncover previously compensated forms of spatial bias in brain-damaged patients (Bartolomeo, 2000; Bonato et al., 2015; van Kessel et al., 2013a van Kessel et al., , 2013b . On the other hand, an early rightward capture of attention may persist as a residual sign of spatial bias in patients who have learned to compensate for left neglect (Bartolomeo, 1997; Karnath, 1988) . Thus, recovery of other component deficits of neglect, such as SWM impairment, may be important for clinical compensation of neglect. This recovery might also depend on the recruitment of lefthemisphere processes (Bartolomeo, 2015; Bartolomeo et al., 2016) , which would however require efficient inter-hemispheric interactions (Lunven et al., 2015) .
Anatomical considerations
Although the anatomical study did not show clear-cut differences between MA and SWM deficits, patients with predominant MA presented lesions that concerned the inferior parietal lobule (P6) or less usual locations in neglect, such as the thalamus (P25). Damage in the lateral-dorsal portion of the thalamus, which connects the premotor cortex with the inferior parietal lobule, was described in a subset of neglect patients who did not display clear signs of fronto-parietal disconnection (Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2014) . The white matter dissection performed in P25 emphasized a disconnection at the level of both IFOF and ILF bundles. These lesional patterns are broadly consistent with those observed by Vossel and Fink (2016) in patients who could take advantage of a left-sided distractor to improve their response times to right-sided targets, perhaps because the left-sided distractor induced an unspecific saliency mechanism which can enhance MA from right-sided targets. Also the IFOF disconnection, already described in neglect patients (Toba et al., 2017a; Urbanski et al., 2008) could contribute to MA by impairing the top-down modulation of right-sided visual areas from frontal cortex or the transmission of visual input to frontal areas important for general arousal (Doricchi et al., 2008) . Among our patients with predominant SWM deficit, P13 and P20 had white matter disconnections of both the IFOF and the ILF. This anatomical pattern is similar to the one observed in P25 with predominant MA, who also had a strong asymmetry of FA values between the right and the left SLF. The role of lesions situated on the right SLF trajectory has already been emphasized in different studies (Bartolomeo, 2006a (Bartolomeo, , 2007 (Bartolomeo, , 2014 Bartolomeo et al., 2007a Bartolomeo et al., , 2007b Corbetta and Shulman, 2011; Doricchi et al., 2008; Doricchi and Tomaiuolo, 2003; He et al., 2007; Shinoura et al., 2009; Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2005; Toba et al., 2017a Toba et al., , 2017b Vaessen et al., 2016) . Although more anatomical evidence is clearly needed to draw general conclusions (Bartolomeo et al., 2016b) , it remains possible that both behavioral deficits depend on damage on partially overlapping brain networks. In the present study, we did not find a clear anatomical dissociation between MA and SWM deficit. Previous studies suggested the possibility of partial dissociations. Evidence from a recent study (Pisella et al., 2015) suggested a simple dissociation between the attentional component and visual remapping/SWM deficit in neurodegenerative patients with posterior cortical atrophy (PCA). While attentional deficits were emphasized in patients with mild symptoms presenting atrophy mainly in the superior parietal lobule (SPL), both attentional and SWM impairment were observed in more severely impaired patients presenting atrophy in both inferior and superior parietal lobules. This simple dissociation may be due to the fact that anatomical degeneration in PCA slowly extends from the SPL to more ventral regions (Kas et al., 2011) . Simple dissociations have also been observed in stroke patients. Damage to IPL can lead to functional hypoactivation of the ipsilateral SPL and signs of left neglect (Corbetta et al., 2005) . Pure SPL damage can instead provoke attentional deficits with sub-clinical neglect (Gillebert et al., 2011) . A reverse dissociation could be inferred from the study of Russell et al. (2010) . These authors described an isolated SWM/visual remapping deficit in patients exhibiting constructional apraxia after recovery from neglect. In this case the lesions were limited to the right IPL. Furthermore, functional magnetic resonance imaging and transcranial magnetic stimulation studies consistently showed that SWM (including visual remapping) seems to rely more on specialized networks of the right hemisphere (Malhotra et al., 2009; Pisella et al., 2011; Prime et al., 2008; van Koningsbruggen et al., 2010) , while attention relies on a symmetrical bilateral dorsal attentional network (Corbetta and Shulman, 2011 , but see Bourgeois et al., 2013a Bourgeois et al., , 2013b Nobre, 2001 for possible asymmetries of the dorsal attentional network and Chica et al., 2014 for the possible implication of the right ventral attention network in attentional orienting).
Conclusions and perspectives
Thanks to advanced behavioral testing techniques and analysis algorithms, we have demonstrated that some of the neglect patients in our unselected, prospectively recruited group presented signs of MA or SWM deficit. These findings support and specify multi-component models of neglect, which postulate that neglect behavior results from variable combinations of component deficits in different patients Bartolomeo, 2007 Bartolomeo, , 2014 Binder et al., 1992; Heilman et al., 2002; Mesulam, 2002; Nachev and Husain, 2006; Vallar, 1998) . Specifically, our multiple single-case approach was able to identify patients with variable severity of combined MA and SWM deficits. To overcome the inherent limitations of anatomo-clinical correlations based on vascular lesions (Bartolomeo, 2011; Godefroy et al., 1998; Mah et al., 2014) , future studies should study with similar techniques patients with different etiologies, such as neurodegenerative conditions (see Bartolomeo and Migliaccio, 2016a, for review) .
